NOTES: SOFAR Landscape Vision Committee
Held: Jan 27, 2022

Action Items
TCSI Subgroup (Pat, Sue, Norma) will meet with Jen House and Scot Rogers (ENF) to think thru
timeline of future modeling.
TCSI Subgroup (Pat, Sue, Norma) will investigate Caldor fire data
Scot will check with Eric Necita about potential soils presentation

Next Meeting: Feb 24, 1:00-2:30
Tahoe Central Sierra Initiative Blueprint Modeling Demonstration as
applied to SOFAR
A small group (Sue Britting and Norma Santiago) has been meeting with Pat Manley to apply the
TCSI Blueprint to SOFAR. This presentation was an opportunity for the Landscape Vision group to
review TCSI findings for SOFAR and the Crystal Basin Area and refine outcomes and project
area(s) for further SOFAR analyses
Resources
Please review the SOFAR Desired Conditions at this LINK to prepare for the presentation and discussion
You might also wish to look at the TCSI resilience framework at this LINK The evaluation process that we
will be talking about focuses on five of the pillars: 1) forest resilience; 2) Fire dynamics; 3) Fire adapted
communities; 4) biodiversity; and 5) carbon. Those pillars are described in the document above on pages
9-11 and 13).

Next Steps
▪ The subgroup will meet with Need to decide how to marry opportunities ($$ and grant
funds) and constraints (ENF resilience strategy development and limited resources)

ACCG Request to Coordinate on Post-Fire Monitoring Symposium
ACCG Monitoring Workgroup - Monitoring Symposium Proposal – Draft
Shared by Susan Britting, ED, Sierra Forest Legacy, Jan 2022
The ACCG Monitoring workgroup is proposing a symposium that will highlight ongoing
monitoring and research and its application in post fire restoration planning (e.g. Caldor). The
Cornerstone Monitoring Strategy (ACCG) was designed to accommodate the adaptive
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management process by choosing tractable questions, identifying indicators that measure a
specific attribute over time that documents changes in a specific condition, and by selecting a set
of indicator target values or conditions and trigger points that would inform management action.
This monitoring symposium would focus on how we could apply our monitoring and research
across the ACCG to assist in post fire restoration planning and help to inform adaptive
management within the Caldor Fire.
The ACCG Monitoring WG has been attempting to hold a field-based symposium for over two
years and for a variety of reasons which we are all aware has been unsuccessful.
The proposal is to have a two-day monitoring symposium. One day being a webinar where the
science and management recommendations. The second would be a field-based discussion of
how these management recommendations would be applied in the field.
The ACCG monitoring workgroup is proposing partnership with the SOFAR landscape committee
to develop this monitoring symposium.
Proposed topics are as follows: effects of treatments in post fire landscapes on wildlife, variable
density planting in plantations, predicting plantation growth and survival, predicting natural
regeneration patterns in a post fire landscape, prescribed burning in a post fire landscape,
hardwood management, meadow restoration work.
Some would be interested in exploring the social context of fire and fire treatment.
The proposed date is still TBD but would be either late spring (July) or fall.
Next Steps
Sue and Becky will continue to interface with the Symposium.
Sue and Gina can brief the Steering Committee.

Planning Upcoming Meetings. Feb 24
Potential Topics
TCSI Blueprint Modeling
Tree Nursery Seedbank - Calfire Grant
Focus on Caldor – Identify Specific Topics / Projects for LV Input, including examining post-fire landscape
conditions in Headwaters
ENF Eric Nicita on Soils
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